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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Meta-analyses of genetic association
studies are affected by biases and quality shortcomings
of the individual studies. We previously developed and
validated a risk of bias tool for use in systematic
reviews of genetic association studies. The present
study describes a larger empirical evaluation of the
Q-Genie tool.
Methods and analysis: MEDLINE, Embase, Global
Health and the Human Genome Epidemiology Network
will be searched for published meta-analyses of genetic
association studies. Twelve reviewers in pairs will apply
the Q-Genie tool to all studies in included meta-
analyses. The Q-Genie will then be evaluated on its
ability to (i) increase precision after exclusion of low
quality studies, (ii) decrease heterogeneity after
exclusion of low quality studies and (iii) good
agreement with experts on quality rating by Q-Genie.
A qualitative assessment of the tool will also be
conducted using structured questionnaires.
Discussion: This systematic review will quantitatively
and qualitatively assess the Q-Genie’s ability to identify
poor quality genetic association studies. This
information will inform the selection of studies for
inclusion in meta-analyses, conduct sensitivity analyses
and perform metaregression. Results of this study will
strengthen our confidence in estimates of the effect of
a gene on an outcome from meta-analyses, ultimately
bringing us closer to deliver on the promise of
personalised medicine.
Ethics and dissemination: An updated Q-Genie tool
will be made available from the Population Genomics
Program website and the results will be submitted for
a peer-reviewed publication.

BACKGROUND
Meta-analyses from systematic reviews have
gained popularity in the past few decades, in
parallel with the rise of evidence-based medi-
cine. The primary goal of a meta-analysis is
to precisely estimate the effect of an expos-
ure on an outcome by pooling data from pre-
viously conducted studies.1 In the field of

genetic epidemiology, published meta-
analyses have increased nearly 50-fold over
the last 20 years, from 27 in 1994–19982 to
1302 in 2014 alone. A particularly attractive
feature of the meta-analysis method lies in its
potential to deal with a major shortcoming
of most genetic association studies: a lack of
power to detect associations of modest sizes.2

Conversely, a major constraint is its reliance
on aggregate data from individual study
reports; therefore, results are not free from
biases and quality shortcomings of the indi-
vidual studies. It is thus critical that a system-
atic review, and subsequent meta-analysis,
incorporates an assessment of risk of bias of
its included studies and the extent to which
design and conduct of each study has mini-
mised the impact of this bias.3 In many
disciplines, tools have been constructed to
examine the internal validity of systematic
reviews in a standardised way. Examples
include the Cochrane risk of bias tool for
randomised control trials and the Newcastle-
Ottawa scale for observational studies.3–5

Such tools allow for a standardised assess-
ment of biases introduced by included
studies, create criteria to facilitate exclusion
of poor quality studies and lend credence to
the pooled results. The tools incorporate
items on bias in methodology and reporting
of results, such as baseline comparability of
groups, blinding and power to detect
associations.6 7

While many risk of bias tools have been
developed for epidemiological studies, they

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ Novel methodology to empirically assess and
modify a risk of bias tool.

▪ Large sample size.
▪ Older, poorer quality studies may be missed, as

the search is limited to the past 2 years.
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do not capture sources of bias pertinent to genetic asso-
ciation studies, including population stratification (con-
founding that arises from differences in genotype
prevalence and disease risk between subpopulations);
variations in the collection, handling and processing of
DNA; classification of genotypes; and degree of related-
ness/consanguinity in a population under study.8 9

Specific to population stratification, heterogeneity could
also result from variable gene expression. These unique
biases and their absence in other tools prompted us to
develop and validate a risk of bias tool for use in system-
atic reviews of genetic association studies.10 The Q-Genie
was developed at McMaster University’s Population
Genomics Program. It contains 11 items assessing the
following dimensions: scientific basis for development of
the research question, ascertainment of comparison
groups (ie, cases and controls), technical and non-
technical classification of genetic variant tested, classifi-
cation of the outcome, discussion of sources of bias,
appropriateness of sample size, description of planned
statistical analyses, statistical methods used, test of
assumptions in the genetic studies (eg, agreement with
the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium) and appropriate inter-
pretation of results (see online supplementary table S1).
Each question is rated on a 7-point Likert scale. The
tool took ∼20 min per study to complete the pilot
testing. The authors assessed reliability and construct
validity of the tool and found excellent performance
characteristics (inter-rater reliability of 0.74, internal
consistency of 0.82 and overall reliability of 0.64). The
Q-Genie tool was applied to a published systematic
review assessing the association of a single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) in the CDKAL1 gene with type 2
diabetes.11 Exclusion of poor quality studies, based on
the tool’s classification, led to a reduction in heterogen-
eity and an increase in precision. Specifically, I2 was
reduced from 72% with 7 studies to 0% with 6 studies,
and the summary effect size changed from an OR of
1.25 (95% CI 1.09 to 1.45) to an OR of 1.15 (95% CI
1.07 to 1.24). Since this was a validation study, the tool
was only tested on a small meta-analysis in one popula-
tion. A larger empirical evaluation of the Q-Genie tool is
warranted prior to ascertaining its effectiveness and
applicability.
The objectives of the present study are (1) to confirm

the validity of the Q-Genie by applying the tool to a large
sample of published meta-analyses of genetic association
studies, (2) examine whether estimates of pooled effects
and heterogeneity vary according to quality and (3)
modify the tool based on findings of the present study.

METHODS
The present study will be conducted in two parts. First, a
systematic review of the literature will be undertaken to
identify a sample of meta-analyses to which the Q-Genie
tool can be applied. The first section describes methods
for this systematic review. The following section outlines

our methodology for application of the Q-Genie tool
and subsequent modifications based on the findings.

Systematic review of literature to identify meta-analyses
of genetic variants
This section describes the methods for a systematic
review to identify a sample of meta-analyses to which the
Q-Genie tool will be applied.

Sources of studies
We will conduct a thorough search for published
systematic reviews investigating the impact of a genetic
variant on an outcome. No restrictions will be placed on
the type of outcome, the population studied or the type
of genetic variant studied. However, only studies pub-
lished in English and those conducted in human
samples will be included. We will limit the search to only
systematic reviews with meta-analyses conducted between
1 January 2014 and 31 December 2014 to obtain an
appropriate sample size (see below). MeSH and free
text terms will be used to identify relevant articles. The
search strategy was created in consultation with a librar-
ian and is presented in box 1. The following databases
will be searched using the OVID interface: MEDLINE,
Embase and Global Health. Additionally, we will
perform a search of the Human Genome Epidemiology
(HuGE) Network for published meta-analyses.
The goal of this search is to provide a sampling frame

to select studies for our evaluation. To ensure that two
meta-analyses published on the same topic in independ-
ent Journals with the same primary studies will not be
included in our sample, we will sort by Authors and Year
of the primary studies to identify duplicate publications.
If duplicate meta-analyses are found, we will include the
earlier publication. For meta-analysis with some, but not
all, overlapping studies, the more comprehensive of the
two will be used.

Selection of studies
Two reviewers (ZNS and SS) will independently assess
each study for eligibility based on the title and abstract
using the inclusion and exclusion criteria described below.

Box 1 Search strategy

1. OVID Search (MEDLINE, Embase, Global Health):
1. ((genetic association study or gene association study) and

meta-analysis).af.;
2. limit 1 to english language;
3. limit 2 to humans;
4. limit 3 to yr=‘2014’.

2. Search using HuGE Literature finder:
‘meta-analysis’ OR ‘systematic review’ OR ‘HuGE review’; fil-
tered by Year ‘2014’*.

*In searching HuGE, we did not restrict the search to ‘humans’
as this database is designed to capture only human studies.
Furthermore, any non-English studies were manually removed
during Title and Abstract Screening.
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Disagreements will be resolved by consensus. Articles that
pass the screening phase will be carried forward to the
data extraction phase. Agreement between reviewers will
be assessed using Cohen’s κ. A flow diagram displaying the
screening process and a detailed table of the studies
selected in the systematic review will be included in the
publication, as per guidelines set by the Meta-analysis of
Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE)12 and
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).13

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Any systematic review with at least one meta-analysis of
studies assessing the impact of a genetic variant on any
outcome will be considered for inclusion. If several SNPs
and/or several outcomes are tested in one published
article, we will include all meta-analyses. Meta-analyses
published in English between 1 January 2013 and
31 December 2014 will be included. Meta-analyses pub-
lished prior to January 2013 will be excluded in order to
provide a sufficient but feasible sample pool. Second,
meta-analyses with fewer than four studies will be
excluded to ensure that the pool of studies has some
degree of variability. This degree of variability is needed
for the Q-Genie tool to assess whether study quality
affects heterogeneity and precision of summary esti-
mates. Lastly, we will also exclude primary data
meta-analyses, such as consortium meta-analyses, as
these do not include any individual studies to evaluate.
Similarly, meta-analyses of genome-wide association
study will be systematically excluded.

Sample size
A method for conducting sample size calculations for this
type of endeavour has not yet been established. While
simulations can be used to determine appropriate
sample sizes, a number of factors render this difficult.
These include lack of estimates for classic meta-analysis—
parameters such as the number of studies, effect sizes,
error variance and between-study heterogeneity.
Additionally, specific to this study, information on overall
study quality, variability of between-study quality, extent of
bias introduced due to poor study quality and sensitivity
of the Q-Genie tool would be needed.14 15 As a result of
difficulty in estimating power, we used a pragmatic
approach that considered feasibility, similar studies of
tools conducted in the past,3 16 17 and input from meth-
odology experts. Based on these considerations, we aim
to include at least 50 meta-analyses (with at least 4 studies
in each, therefore >200 independent studies). This will
be accomplished by using all meta-analyses meeting our
inclusion and exclusion criteria acquired from our search
of literature as a sampling frame from which 50 will be
randomly selected.

Data extraction
A total of 12 reviewers familiar with the conduct of
genetic association studies will be recruited to

appropriately represent users of the tool.10 In pairs,
reviewers will conduct a full-text assessment and data
extraction from the assigned meta-analyses. Standardised
forms with the scoring criteria will be given to each
reviewer. Data extraction forms will be pilot tested to
ensure feasibility and consistency in use among reviewers
in a first round of review. A second round of review will
be conducted with the same group of reviewers after
addressing any concerns that may arise from the first
round. The following will be extracted from all included
systematic reviews: title of the journal, outcome studied,
genetic variant studied, list of included studies with the
associated risk estimate, sample size, SE, CIs and p values,
as well as the statistical methods used for meta-analysis
and information on design of included studies (ie, case–
control, cohort, etc). Data will be extracted for the model
of inheritance investigated by the authors of the
meta-analysis. Specifically, if the meta-analysis was con-
ducted based on an additive genetic model, we will also
use this model to pool our results. If multiple models are
investigated, data for all models will be extracted.
However, if a formal assessment of inheritance model fit
has been conducted, preference will be given to the best
fitted model.

Assessment of the Q-Genie tool
This section describes the quantitative and qualitative
assessment of our confidence in the reported association
estimate provided by meta-analyses based on informa-
tion from the Q-Genie tool.

Criteria for evaluation of effectiveness
The Q-Genie tool will be applied to all meta-analyses
included from our systematic review, described above.
The main objective of the present study is to examine
our level of confidence in the findings from the
meta-analyses in light of the study ratings by Q-Genie. If
the Q-Genie tool serves its purpose to correctly identify
poor quality studies, the score will inform confidence
(or ‘certainty’) in the estimates derived from the
meta-analysis on the basis of quality of its included
studies. To this end, Q-Genie will be evaluated on the
following criteria.
1. Decreased heterogeneity after exclusion of low quality

studies. It is expected that variation in the methodo-
logical rigour of conduct will be a major source of
between-studies heterogeneity. Thus, elimination of
studies assessed to be of poor design/conduct as mea-
sured by Q-Genie should reduce variability in the
meta-analysis, thus increasing our certainty in the syn-
thesis of the remaining studies.

2. Increased precision after exclusion of low quality
studies. It is expected that pooled estimate with
narrow CIs is more trustworthy than those with wider
CIs. Elimination of studies that are of poor quality,
such as those that are underpowered, will result in
more precise estimates, thus increasing our certainty
in the synthesis of the remaining studies.
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The following criteria evaluate external validity.
3. Good agreement with experts on quality rating by

Q-Genie.
4. Agreement with the Venice criteria.
Methods for evaluation of the above criteria are

detailed below.

Application of the Q-Genie tool
The Q-Genie tool is available from the Population
Genomics Program website http://fhs.mcmaster.ca/
pgp/links.html. In the same pairs as data extraction,
reviewers will independently rate studies from included
meta-analyses using the Q-Genie tool. Their average
score will be used. Reviewers will pilot test the Q-Genie
on two or three studies in pairs and will meet to discuss
disagreements in interpretation, if necessary. Agreement
between pairs of reviewers will be reported with inter-
rater G-coefficients, as this measure is able to produce a
single estimate of reliability from all six rater-pairs.18 As
an adjunct, we will also report Cohen’s κ for each pair as
this is commonly used in systematic reviews to assess
concordance. Lastly, an overall G-coefficient will be used
to report the overall agreement, using data from all
reviewers.

Statistical analysis plan
The following analyses will be conducted to evaluate the
Q-Genie tool based on the above-described criteria.

Association analysis
Random-effect metaregression models assuming normal-
ity will be used to assess the relationship between effect
size estimates and study quality as the moderator vari-
able measured by the Q-Genie tool.19

The random-effect metaregression model will be fitted
as follows:
Let i=1, …, n, where n is the number of studies to be

included in a meta-analysis. Then,

yi ¼ mþ bxi þ 1i þ hi

where yi are effect size estimates, xi are Q-Genie scores
and 1i � Nð0; v2i Þ as the residual random errors with vi as
the SE of effect size estimates from each genetic associ-
ation study included in the meta-analysis, respectively.
Between-study variability is incorporated as ηi∼N(0,τ2),

where τ2 is the residual heterogeneity in the true effect
size between studies that is not accounted for by quality
scores incorporated in this model.
The overall pooled random-effect meta-analysis esti-

mate is given by μ adjusted for study quality. The overall
effect of study quality per 1 unit of change in the
Q-Genie score on this pooled estimate is given by
the regression estimate, β, which could be regarded as
the bias introduced due to study quality. This bias is due
to systematic error and not random error as assumed in
classic random-effect meta-analysis with unobserved
study qualities. A test for β under the null hypothesis,

H0: β=0, will shed light on the impact of study quality on
the corresponding meta-analysis with respect to the bias
introduced due to poor quality studies. In this case, the
Q-Genie tool will increase the accuracy of the pooled
meta-analysis estimate, and decrease between-study het-
erogeneity. Similar analysis will be conducted on individ-
ual scores for each of the Q-Genie questions to assess
their impact on meta-analysis. Model averaging using all
sample meta-analyses will be utilised for constructing a
robust Q-Genie score by weighing the stable relevance of
individual Q-Genie questions for meta-analysis of genetic
association studies. Unweighted and weighted Q-Genie
score will be compared using goodness-of-fit measures
such as the residual sum of squares applied in our pool
of meta-analyses.

Sensitivity analyses
The following sensitivity analyses will be conducted.
First, we will exclude studies of low quality as determined
by a score of ≤35 on the Q-Genie tool. Thresholds desig-
nating low, moderate and high quality studies were estab-
lished in the pilot study.10 Second, we will exclude low
and moderate quality studies, leaving only studies of
high quality (those with a score >45 on the Q-Genie).
We will compare the summary estimates and correspond-
ing CIs before and after exclusion of studies.
Heterogeneity will also be compared before and after
exclusion of studies. Heterogeneity will be estimated
using I2 statistic, which indicates the proportion of total
variation in estimates attributed to heterogeneity com-
pared to the expected variability, as well as the Q statis-
tic. A cut-off of 25% for I2 will be used to represent
minimal heterogeneity, 50% to represent moderate and
75% to represent high heterogeneity.20 A random-effects
meta-analysis with inverse-variance weighting will be
used to synthesise estimates from individual studies.21

Lastly, several items included in the Q-Genie are not
traditional sources of bias, notably items 1, 8 and 11. A
sensitivity analysis excluding these items will be under-
taken to assess the classification of studies as ‘poor’,
‘moderate’ or ‘good’ changes.

Resampling
To assess whether excluding studies based on quality
scores is more useful than excluding the same number
of studies (k) by chance, we will randomly remove k
studies, without regard to quality, and recalculate pooled
estimates. This will allow us to determine whether
Q-Genie-derived pooled estimates and reduction in het-
erogeneity is sufficiently different from a randomly
drawn sample of a meta-analysis.

Discrimination
We will calculate the c-statistic of our tool’s ability to dis-
criminate between studies that reduce heterogeneity
when excluded and those that do not. Using a
leave-one-out approach, we will exclude each study in a
meta-analysis and note whether heterogeneity was
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significantly attenuated by this procedure. We will then
use the scores from Q-Genie as the predictor and a
binary variable designating the presence of heterogen-
eity as the outcome in creating a receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve, the area under which is
understood to be the c-statistic. If our tool has perfect
discrimination, that is, perfect ability to separate those
studies that contribute to heterogeneity from those that
do not, then the c-statistic will be 1; a value of 0.5 indi-
cates no predictive discrimination.22 23 The ROC curve,

which plots sensitivity (true positive rate) against 1−spe-
cificity (false positive rate) for consecutive cut-offs of
scores on Q-Genie, will be displayed.
All statistical analyses will be conducted in R (V.3.0.2).

Agreement with experts
We will ask experts to rate a randomly selected sub-
sample of 30 studies from all included studies. This
rating of ‘poor’, ‘moderate’ or ‘good’ will be compared
to the ratings based on Q-Genie. Agreement will be

Table 1 Survey for Q-Genie reviewers

Theme Question Response type

Feasibility

of use

Please rate the tool on ease of use 5-Point likert: 1 (very difficult to use) to

5 (very easy to use)

What made the tool difficult to use? Free text

How long did it take you (on average) to apply the

tool to each study?

Free text

Would you recommend the format of the tool to be

changed?

Yes/no

If yes, please elaborate on how the format should be

changed

Select one or more of the following:

▸ Add more description to each of the existing

questions

▸ Include a user’s guide and have all descriptions

in this guide—keep only the questions on the

main tool

▸ Modify/re-label categories from as it currently

stands

▸ Change overall format to a checklist

▸ Change the scale of the tool (see next question)

▸ Other

If you suggested: modify/re-label categories

(option 3), please elaborate below

Free text

Would you recommend the scale of the tool be

modified?

Yes/no

If yes, how should the scale be modified? Select one or more of the following:

▸ More options

▸ Fewer options

▸ Re-label the scale from ‘poor’ and ‘good’ to ‘low

risk of bias’ and ‘high risk of bias’

▸ Yes/no—ie, checklist

▸ Other

Was the order of the questions cohesive and easy to

follow?

Yes/no

If no, please recommend how the order of the

questions should be changed

Free text

Relevance Were the questions relevant to estimating risk of bias

in genetic association studies?

Yes/no

If no, which questions were not relevant? Free text

Would you recommend the content of the tool be

modified?

Yes/no

If yes, what question(s) should be added? Free text

If yes, what question(s) should be removed? Free text

Comprehension Please rate the comprehensibility of the tool 5-Point likert: 1 (very difficult to understand)

to 5 (very easy to understand)

What made the tool difficult to understand? Free text

What made the tool easy to understand? Free text

Did you have any other difficulties/have any additional

recommendations?

Free text
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reported using an intraclass correlation coefficient, with
a value >0.80 considered good agreement.

Agreement with the Venice criteria
In 2008, Ioannidis et al24 published criteria for evaluat-
ing credibility of evidence from genetic association
studies. The evaluation is based on considering the
amount of evidence, extent of replication and protec-
tion from bias. The index generates a composite assess-
ment of ‘strong’, ‘moderate’ or ‘weak’ epidemiological
credibility. We will compare ratings on the Q-Genie tool
with those from the Venice criteria using an intraclass
correlation coefficient; ideally, a higher risk of bias on
Q-Genie will correspond to weaker ratings on the Venice
criteria.

Qualitative assessment of the tool
In addition to quantitative evaluation, we will conduct a
qualitative assessment to explore (1) feasibility of the
Q-Genie tool, (2) ease of use and comprehension and
(3) relevance of the individual questions to the overall
tool. The assessment will be used to compile changes to
overcome proposed challenges in the presentation and
administration of the tool. To accomplish this, a struc-
tured questionnaire will be administered to the 12
reviewers who participated in this study. This survey will
consist of multiple-choice and open-ended questions on
ease of use, comprehension and relevance of the
content (table 1). This exercise will be valuable for gath-
ering rich data on the numerous interpretations that
may exist about the effectiveness of the Q-Genie tool.
The Q-Genie tool will be amended based on the results
of the quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

CONCLUSIONS
The past few decades have seen a special interest in the
potential of genomics to uncover the aetiology of
disease with the promise of better prediction, classifica-
tion, prevention and treatment of diseases.25 26 However,
the field of genetic epidemiology has been plagued by
irreproducible findings, which is largely attributable to
improperly conducted studies with poor methodological
designs and inappropriate reporting. When combined
in a meta-analysis, these same studies introduce bias into
pooled summary estimates and deter an effort to esti-
mate the disease-causing effects of genetic variants. To
facilitate quality assessment of published studies, we
developed and validated the Q-Genie tool. Though the
tool demonstrated excellent reliability and construct
validity in the original investigation, its use in
meta-analyses was not methodically evaluated. The main
objective of this present study is to quantitatively and
qualitatively assess the Q-Genie’s ability to identify poor
quality genetic association studies, and thereby facilitate
exclusion of such studies from meta-analyses in the
future. This process could improve precision of pooled
estimates and help explain and also decrease

between-study heterogeneity. By methodically identifying
and excluding poor quality studies, we may be able to
strengthen our confidence in estimates of the effect of a
gene on an outcome from meta-analyses, ultimately
bringing us closer to deliver on the promise of persona-
lised medicine.27
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